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During winter 2017 we have had visits from wolverines, wolves and foxes. The land is currently
covered in 1-meter of snow and winter is at its best. In the next month, we will see the first
bears emerging after their winter hibernation, and then winter starts to have shades of spring.
Last season, 2016, we built a new photography
hide; ‘A’.
What makes this new hide special is it’s size,
it is more spacious and is designed to house 1-4
people. This has now also been named our ‘family
hide’, however it is still possible to be booked for
1 or 2 people if you wish. This hide has a separate
toilet with door.
The new hide has photography openings in
three directions; possibilities include swamp with
or without trees, and looking towards the rocks
and pond. One area of the scene visible from the
hide is wet, while other directions offer drier land
with small brushwood - check the updated hide
map on our website: wbb.fi.
Over the winter of 2017, we have continued to feed
both Wolverine and Wolves among our hide area.
Wolverine has been very active since the
beginning of January, with up to 3 individuals visiting between 5-7 times a week, leaving plenty of
tracks in the fresh snow among the area too.
Also, a Wolfpack has been visiting the hide
area - both on the 4th and 5th February there was
very much fresh wolf tracks around hides 21 and
22, continuing across the large area. On the 7th
the pack returned from the same direction and
repeated previous patterns.
There were tracks from both Wolverine
and Wolves closest being 10-meters distance
from the hides 21 and 22. We estimate that there
are between 3-6 different wolves, based on the
amount and feature of the tracks.
Fresh Fox tracks are also occurring every
day.

It is expected that wolves will visit area also during
the bear season in spring, summer and autumn.
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We will continue feeding
Wolverine and Wolves
for the remainder of
the winter, and also into
winter 2018.

Book your nights for
Wolverine and Wolf
photography in 2017
and 2018 winter now.

The winter Wolverine
and Wolf season 2017 is
going on and later this
year we will inform you
the winter season 2018.

Wolf tracks

Wolverine tracks

Tracks of wolverine, wolf and fox

We have updated Wild Brown Bear
webpages wbb.fi with more information and new look.
Check

wbb.fi
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Last year spring arrived early April, and a year ago in April the ground had already become exposed from the melting snow. This year, however, spring has progressed slowly and
we still had in excess of 10-15cm of snow remaining in May. The sheer amount of snow
made the movement for the Bears difficult, but this, on the other hand, resulted in some
unique opportunities - we had the landscape and conditions of April, yet the light of May!
The first Bear of the 2017 season arrived on the
night of April 10th. After the first Bear visiting, a
number of different Bears remained to visit quite
regularly throughout April despite the cold and
wintery conditions. Bears arrived at the earliest
6:30 pm, and as usual explored the whole hide
area - therefore possibility for photography and
observation were very good!
We were also lucky enough to observe the
Bears during the full moon, which occurred on the
April 10th and 11th.
The snow in April was hard enough to carry
the weight of the heavy Bears, however, they still
trod carefully and occasionally fell through the

crust of the snow, which made amusing situations.
In May we were visited by at least seven
different Bears, four of which were alone.
Also visited was a mother Bear with two
cubs - who also visited back in autumn every day!
Do you remember September Newsletter and the
Bears: Mother ‘Lumikki’ and two cubs: light cub
‘Baby Lumikki’ and darker cub ‘Bjärven’?
After mid-May this lovely family continued
to visit on a nightly basis, exploring the hide area.
Large amounts of snow make it difficult for them
to efficiently move, but still, they visited without
fail.

Magnus Fredriksson
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Wolverine
In addition to Bears April was also extremely
successful for Wolverines, with them visiting every single night without fail! Wolverines had been
photographed during the evening, night and morning giving photographers plenty of opportunities
for unique images.
Since April five different Wolverines had
visited, included one older pair, younger pair, and
most unusually on April 4th we observed a juvenile Wolverine cub, which was said to be tiny in
comparison with the others.
Also in May, they remained active, with a
number of different individuals visiting almost every night at lease once - including morning visits to
the hide area.
In May, we also observed another Mustelidae Species, Pine Marten. This was seen a few
evenings amongst the hide area.

Kyle Moore

Lotta Lund
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Birds

Wolf

In the hide area 6th May White-Tailed Eagle had
been seen from Hide A. Also 21st May White-Tailed Eagle visited again.
We are also happy to discover various species of birds that are inhabiting the local area. In
May an amazing Ural Owl was observed from our
Bird Hide. Also on many days, Cranes were seen
flying above, mostly observed from the hide area.
The most unusual happening, however,
has been that of Black Woodpeckers, in which a
breeding pair has decided to excavate their nest in
the yard, meaning close observations and photography at the nest were possible.

On April 15th Wolf tracks were also seen on the
trail to and from the hide area, meaning there
remains every possibility to observe this incredibly
elusive creature.
We know that this area forms part of a large
Wolfpack, and so it’s just a matter of time before
sightings become frequent.
Night of May 19th and 20th a single Wolf
was moving amongst the hide area; the tracks
were seen on the path to the hides.
Night of May 23rd and 24th Wolf were
seen.
May 28th and 29th Wolf fresh tracks were
once again seen.

Landscape 14th May

In June
Cotton grass season
Midsummer and nightless night
Rutting season until the mid June

Wild Brown Bear Ltd.
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In July
Summer continues with rich light and various opportunities to use it, such as backlight and colourful skies. On cooler nights in particular, towards
the end of July, a layer of mist over the water may
form.
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June and July offered endless light throughout the night, and the landscape
through the months was rich with such vegetation and good light - despite summer
arriving late and thus ice remaining upon the lakes in early June. Both Bears and
Wolverine visited regularly exploring all hide areas.

Summer started in June, and early in the month,
the landscape looked as if it were late May. Just
like the spring, summer was a bit late this year. In
early June, there were plenty of cool nights, but
as the month progressed so did the temperatures
increase.
This year the cotton grass season peak took
place from the end of June to the mid-July.

In June, there were 3-6 different Bears and In July
Bear activity increased after the rutting season
when there were 5-8 different bears, usually 2-6
different Bears throughout the night during both
months.
In June yearling cubs, Baby Lumikki and
Bjärven started to walk by themselves without
mother, they visited in June every night and in July
almost every night again.
Also, 1-4 grown up Bears visited almost
every night, also a couple of very big male Bears.
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Often Bears arrived between 6pm-9pm. At times,
there has been Bear in the early evening and during the daylight since the beginning of July.
Bears have visited also during the night,
small hours and in the mornings, so very active.
Wolverine has been seen almost every night too,
4-7 times in a week in June and July. Many times, 2
Wolverines were seen together

Photography conditions were very good for both
months. We had more cloudy, yet dry weather but
also sunny and rainy evenings. Many days here
were raining during the day and in the afternoon
rain stopped.
Towards the end of July, many nights the
sky during sunset and after that shimmered in
summer night colours of red, yellow and blue.
There were also cool evenings and nights
when mist would rise over the ponds, creating soft
backgrounds.

In the beginning of June Wolf visited in the hide
area

In August:
Mist
Silhouette
First signs of autumn
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In August landscape and vegetation started turn familiar way from summer´s deep green
to autumnal multi-colour landscape. Throughout the month bears and wolverines visited
regularly during good light. In August first time this year´s new-born cubs made a visit.
August offered many diverse photographic possibilities with bears, wolverines and photo-elements, such as mist and silhouette.
We had good levels of activity with bears every night,
the bears showed well across all hides. During the August we had at least 10 different bears, with 2-6 different individuals visiting per night.
A Mother bear with 3 new-born cubs visited the first
time in the end of August, on 25th day.

First bears of each evening arrived primarily early in
good light. And because bears seem to arrive in August little bit earlier than before; Next year we will have
our August timetable modified because of the bears
activity.
Next year in August going to hide will be 4:30 pm and
return from hide 7:30. Look for more timetables on
wbb.fi.

George Boer
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The male bears of most time have been a light brown
male, a darker male bear and Brutus. The more dominant bear Brutus has a lot work to do chasing the
smaller males away. Brutus is the biggest bear in the
area and he will try to chase away other male bears, he
knows: he is the boss.
There was also heard bears fighting voices.
When more bears are present it is higher chances to
see and photograph bears fighting, also hearing when
they communicate, uttering noises more feistily and
loudly.
Lauri Luhtaniemi

Lauri Luhtaniemi

George Boer

At least 3 different wolverines visited the hide area in
August and wolverine were seen 2-6 nights in a week
in August, every week was a little bit different. Overall,
wolverine was in some parts of the hide area almost
every night. Wolverines were also in good time the
most nights, when there was a plenty of daylight for
photography.
Lauri Luhtaniemi
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In September we were happy to witness autumn with its best sceneries; spectacular yellow-red autumn colours with bears and wolverines. As we are used to know, bears are
very active in September; we had 3-13 individual bears visiting every day through the
month. A litter visited every night since 16th day, many times there were more than one
adult bear at the same time in the area, and the bears remained in the area for long periods with daylight, sometimes many times going back and forth in the area.
From the beginning of September bears moved all
around the area in good light, many times first bear
arriving early as 4 – 5 pm.
This year we were amazed again with the cubs; this
year we had 3 litters! The first litter, who visited in the

end of August returned 16th September. Same night
also another litter visited; a mother with 2 cubs! Plus, 5
other adult bears.
After 16th day until the end of month we had at least

one litter and 3 other bears in every night.

23rd day we had one litter more; a mother bear with 1
cub!

All 3 litters of bears at the same time in sight!

In the end of month, 25th day, there was one

special night at the hides when during the one night
was visiting all the litters: mother with 1 cub, mother

with 2 cubs and mother with 3 cubs.
And what more exceptional: all these litters
were visiting at the same time in the area when it was
possible to see all at once! In addition of bear families
also 4 other bears visited same night.
We´ll see in next May how many of these cubs
return.

Marion Marshall

Wild Brown Bear Ltd.
wbb.fi

Because autumn is silent time, it is possibly to hear
when mother bear communicates to its cubs about
possible danger. When you notice these voices, even
you don´t see the cubs, you know they are close and
know to be ready.
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Marion Marshall
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This year we had good autumn colours because there were not strong winds. Also, Autumn colours on
ground were this year amazing, starting from mid-September and forward.
The nights in the September went slowly cooler and
more humid as regular. And when we had cool nights
with clear sky or little cloud, mist formation became
more common with excellent evening light. Mist on the
lakes and swamps, created nice atmosphere in images.
And darker evenings and nights made possible to have
dramatic silhouette photos.

Harry Read

On 2nd night the Northern Lights glowed bright in the
sky. Northern Lights occurred several nights in a row,
but they were showed on a couple evenings when the
sky was clear. Northern Lights were best captured from
Low-Level Photography Openings.

Harry Read

21st September in addition of bears, also White-tailed

Eagle visited in the hide area.

Wolverines have been regular, they have visited almost

every day.
During September wolverines have usually
arrived in good daylight, many times first wolverine of
night has arrived between 4 and 5 pm, but sometimes
later in the evening or night.
Wolverines have been also morning active,
when a wolverine is arrived between 6-8 am. And because wolverines are also active during daytime, there
has been seen wolverine during day in the hide area.

Wild Brown Bear Ltd.
wbb.fi

Harry Read

Thanks to everyone for season 2017. Next year we will
continue our work for the best images and unforgettable wild experiences with Bears and Wolverines. We
will open for Bear season again on 1st April 2018. Wolverine season will continue 1st February.
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